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Summary. In this paper we perform a round-off error analysis of descent 
methods for solving a linear system Ax=b, where A is supposed to be 
symmetric and positive definite. This leads to a general result on the 
attainable accuracy of the computed sequence {xi} when the method is 
performed in floating point arithmetic. The general theory is applied to the 
Gauss-Southwell method and the gradient method. Both methods appear to 
be well-behaved which means that these methods compute an approxima- 
tion xi to the exact solution A - lb  which is the exact solution of a slightly 
perturbed linear system, i.e. (A+fA)xi=b , 116All of order ~llAl], where ~ is 
the relative machine precision and [[. [I denotes the spectral norm. 
Subject Classifications: AMS(MOS): 65F10, 65G05; CR: J.2. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider the numerical process of determining the solution 
:=A- lb  of a linear system Ax=b of order n by a descent method (DM), where 
A is symmetric and positive definite. The fundamental underlying structure of 
descent methods is as follows. Given an objective function F(x), one starts at 
an initial point, determines, according to a fixed rule, a direction of movement 
and then moves in that direction to the local minimum of the objective 
function. At the new point a new direction of movement is determined and the 
process is repeated. The difference between various descent methods rests with 
the choice of the objective function and with the rule by which successive 
directions of movement are selected. We restrict ourselves to the case where 
the objective function is F(x):=(~-x,A(~-x)),  expressed in terms of the 
Euclidean inner product. We only consider different choices for the directions 
of movement. In contrast with direct methods, like for instance Gaussian 
elimination, the DM's do not alter the original matrix. In fact, it is possible to 
avoid storing the matrix explicitly. All that is required is a subroutine that 
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produces Ax for a given vector x. This is one of the main reasons why DM's 
became attractive for solving large sparse linear systems. Full advantage can be 
taken of the sparsity structure of A and no assumptions need to be made about 
the pattern of nonzeros. Also the storage requirements are quite modest and 
the implementation is easy. In the case of exact computations a DM in general 
produces an infinite sequence {x~} whose limit is the solution 2. Each approxi- 
mation is obtained from its predecessor by a finite number of arithmetical 
operations. In the presence of round-off due to floating point computations, the 
computed sequence {x~} not necessarily converges to 2. In this paper we 
present results on how close at least one x,, of the computed sequence {xl} of a 
DM approaches the solution ~ (referred to as attainable accuracy). Some well- 
known DM's are Gauss-Seidel, Gauss-Southwell, gradient (or steepest descent) 
and conjugate gradient method. The results presented in this paper are a 
generalization of the results presented in [1], concerning the gradient method. 
Other iterative methods like Jacobi, Richardson, SOR and Chebyshev iter- 
ations have been investigated by Wo~niakowski in recent years (cf. [4] and 
I-5]). We also present results concerning the speed of convergence of DM's in 
the presence of round-off. 
In this paper ( . , - )  stands for the Euclidean inner product, I1-11 in con- 
nection with a vector stands for the Euclidean norm and II oll in connection 
with a matrix stands for the spectral norm. x denotes the condition number 
IIAII IIA-Xll of the symmetric positive definite matrix A. The matrices A 89 A -89 
are the uniquely determined symmetric positive definite matrices satisfying 
A89189 and A-89189 -~. Note that the following relations hold for 0~=89 
and ct=- 89 (x, A2~x)=(A~x,A~x)= IIh~x[I 2. 
Given a definite system Ax=b and a sequence of arbitrary nonzero vectors 
{Pi} then the corresponding DM is defined by the following statements. 
Descent Method (DM) 
Choose an initial point Xo; 
while ~ =~ 0 do begin 
end. 
ro :=b-Axo;  i :=0;  
ai : = (ri, Pi)/(Pl, A Pi) ; 
xi + 1 : = xi + aiPi; 
ri+ l :=b-Ax i+ l; 




There is no need to know the direction vectors Pi in advance, they can as 
well be determined as the process proceeds. The case where the computations 
are carried out exactly is referred to as an exact DM and the case where the 
computations are carried out in floating point arithmetic is referred to as a 
perturbed DM. We often use a circumflex to distinguish between situations 
where exact as well as computed quantities are involved; non-circumflexed 
Latin letters denote machine quantities (e.g. ri, ~, a i, di). 
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We summarize the contents of the paper. In section 2 we deduce some well- 
known algebraic properties of exact DM's which are fundamental for studying 
some properties of perturbed DM's. In subsection 3.1 we present some pre- 
liminaries, basic tools and notions needed for our round-off error analysis in 
the following (sub)sections. In subsection 3.2 we derive our main theorem 
which contains an analogue of the algebraic properties of section 2 for the 
perturbed DM's. In subsection 4.1 and 4.2 we sucessively apply this main theo- 
rem to the Gauss-Southwell method (GSM) and the gradient method (GM). 
Results concerning the conjugate gradient method can be found in Bollen [2]. 
In Sect. 5 we give final remarks. 
2. The Exact DM 
In this section we consider general exact DM's, defined by the algorithm in 
Sect. 1. Some well-known elementary properties are stated in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. At  each step an exact DM minimizes the objective function. 
F(x): = ((~ - x), A(:~ -- x)) = II A89 :~ - x)II 2 





II A89 - xl + 1)II 2 = 1 - y2, (2.2) 
IIA89 2 -x i ) l l  2 
I(r~,p,)l 
7 ," -  iih_&r,i I ilA+p, ll. (2.3) 
][A-89 1112 + ]laiA89 2= HA-89 2 
(ri+ 1,pl) =0. 
Proof  Along the line x=x,+ap,  we have 
F(x) = I]A89 - xi - aPi)fl 2 = F(xi ) _ 2a(A(~ - xi), Pl) + a2 ILA89 pi I[ 2 
=F(xi)+ Na89 (a (a(x-xi)'Pi)'~ 2 (A(x--xi),Pi) 2 
][A89 2 ] []A89 2 ' 
which is minimal for 
(A(~-  x,), p~) _ (r~, p~) 
a = JlA89 (Pi, Ap , ) -  ai 
and the minimal value F(x i +aipr IIA 89 1)[12 satisfies 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
l iA r ( ; -  x,+ t)ll 2 = l ia r ( ; -  x,)ll 2_  (r,, p~)2/llA~p~Li 2 (2.6) 
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Since A 89189189 and (r l ,pi)2/l lA~zpi[Iz=llaiA~pil l  z, for- 
mulas (2.2) and (2.4) follow readily from (2.6). Using 
ri+ i = b - Ax i+ 1 = b - Ax  i - a iAPl  = r i -  a iAp i  
we obtain, from the definition of a i, 
(ri + 1, Pi) = (r~, p,) - a~(p,, Ap~) = O, 
which proves (2.5). [] 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1 it follows that if {xl} is generated 
by an exact DM and if y~ is uniformly bounded away from zero, say ?~> 7 > 0 
for all i > 0, then we have, for all i > 0, 
IIA~()2-xi+~)ll2 [ Ia -~r i+t l l2<"  -71 .  (2.7) 
ila~(~_xi)ll 2 --ila_ 89 = l  
This mean that in that case, for the exact DM, the so-called natural  error 
IIA~(~-xi)ll converges tep-wise linearly to zero with a convergence ratio no 
greater than (1-72) 89 The parameter y~ depends on the choice of the direction 
vector Pv For most of the commonly used DM's the parameter ~ is uniformly 
bounded away from zero. Obviously, always ?~ < 1. In our numerical analysis 
we often use, instead of the parameter ?i, the related parameters cq and fl~ 
defined by 
IIr~tl [IPill _ Ilr~ll IIA~p~II (2.8) 
~'"= I(r~,p,)l ' fli: ita&tl i(ri,p,) I, 
assuming that (r~,p~):t:0. Note that from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it 
follows that 
which relates upper and lower bounds of c~i and fl~ on one hand and lower and 
upper bounds of ?~ on the other hand. 
3. The Perturbed DM 
In this section we consider general perturbed DM's for the case where the 
statements of the algorithm in Sect. 1 are performed using floating point 
arithmetic. 
3.1. Notat ions ,  Def in i t ions  and Convent ions  
Round ing  Errors.  We assume that the DM-algorithm given in Sect. 1 is per- 
formed on a floating point machine with relative precision e and that adding 
or subtracting two machine vectors x and y and multiplying a machine vector 
x and a machine number a yield computed vectors fl(x +y) and fl(ax) satisfying 
fl(x + y)=( I  + F1)(x +_ y), 
fl(a x) = (I + F2)(ax) ,  
[IFx II ~ ,  (3.1) 
IIF211 ~.  
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Note that (3.1) is fulfilled in all practical implementations, where F~ and F 2 are 
diagonal matrices. Furthermore we assume that the matrix by vector product 
calculation of a machine matrix A and a machine vector x and the inner 
product calculation of two machine vectors x and y satisfy the relations 
fl(Ax)=(A+E)x, [IEH <eC1, (3.2) 
fl((x,y))=((I+D)x,y), IlOll _-<~C2. 
where C 1 and C 2 are constants depending only on n and e. Throughout his 
paper C 1 and C 2 stand for the upper bounds of the round-off matrices E and 
D according to (3.2). For the standard algorithms E is a full matrix and D is a 
diagonal matrix whereas C 1 is of order n 3/2 and C z is of order n. In our round- 
off error analysis we neglect the possibility of underflow and overflow. We 
assume that in appropriate expressions none of the exact or computed de- 
nominators equals zero. 
o-notation. In order to simplify the expressions arising from the application of 
the basic relations (3.1) and (3.2) we use a kind of Bachmann-Landau o-notation 
to be able to neglect terms of order ~2 in the presence of a term of order e, 
with a minimal loss of relevant information. For instance, we write 
e(1 + C 1 tr + 2e C 2 K 89 = e(1 + C 1/s -/- o), [-/3 C 2/s189 
where the expression between square brackets indicates that o stands for a 
quantity which is smaller than a constant imes eC2K 89 The formal definition 
of the o-symbol reads as follows. 
Definition 3.1. Let f and g be two scalar functions defined on a set R___IR t 
(/~N). Then f(x)=o, [g(x)--*0] means that there exist constants K>0,  6>0 
such that If(x)l <KIg(x)l  for all x~R satisfying Ig(x)[ <6. 
In this paper K and 3 are supposed to be numerical constants, not depend- 
ing on ~, to, C t and C 2. The expression between square brackets [g(x)~0]  is 
referred to as the restriction under which f (x)=o holds. The symbol o only 
supplies information to those x for which g(x) is small. We give the in- 
terpretation of some equalities and inequalities containing the o-symbol. If we 
write, for two scalar functions fl and f2, with f2(x)>0 (xeR), fl(x)<fz(x) 
(1 +0), [g(x)~0],  then we mean that there exists a scalar function f3, defined on 
R, such that (fl(x)-fz(X))/fz(x)<f3(x) on R and f3(x)=o, [g(x)--*0]. If the o- 
symbol appears in some compound formula or at both sides of an equality or 
inequality relation, then the o-symbol has to be interpreted as a class of 
functions. For instance, if we write f~(x)o=o, [g(x)~0],  then this has to be 
interpreted as follows. For any function f2 for which fz(x)=o, [g(x)-~0], one 
also has fl(x)f2(x)=o, [g(x)--*0]. Four rather trivial but often used properties 
are g(x)=o, 0+0=0,  00=0 and (1+0) -1=1 +0, all holding under the restric- 
tion [g(x)~0].  These properties indicate that the o-symbol is easy to handle 
and that is our main reason for using it. A disadvantage of the use of o- 
symbols is that we do not obtain explicit numerical constants in error es- 
timates. However, in all cases where we derive formulas with o-symbols it is 
possible to retrace the proof, replacing all o-symbols by estimates involving 
explicit numerical constants. That is, at every stage of the proof we are able to 
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indicate definite numbers, where the asymptotic estimates only state the exis- 
tence of such numbers (cf. formulas (3.2) and (3.33)). However, these definite 
numbers are rather arbitrary, whereas the coefficients in the equality relations 
involving o-symbols are more or less uniquely determined (compare .g. 
l+e<( l -e . ) - l< l+( l+ l /3 )e ,  [0<~<1/4]  and 
( l -e) -1 = 1 +(1 +o)e, [~0] ) .  
Good-Behavior and Numerical Stability. To denote the quality of the approxi- 
mate solution computed by an iterative method with floating point arithmetic 
we use the concepts of good-behavior and numerical stability (cf. Wo~nia- 
kowski [4, 5]). 
Definition 3.2. An iterative method for solving a linear system Ax=b is said to 
be well-behaved (or, equivalently, has good-behavior) if for all initial points x o 
the computed sequence {xl} contains at least one approximation x,, such that, 
for some matrix ~A, (A+bA)xm=b, and ]I~SAI] <geltAl], where g depends only 
on the dimension of the system. 
Good-behavior means that the computed approximate solution x m is the 
exact solution of a slightly perturbed system. From a practical point of view, 
this solution x m is satisfactory since the elements of the machine matrix A itself in 
general cannot be a better epresentation f the elements of the original matrix 
than with relative precision ~. Therefore, the corresponding error in b-Axe,  is 
inherent for the system Ax=b (cf. Stoer and Bulirsch [3]). It is easy to verify 
that good-behavior is equivalent o the assertion that the residual [IA(~-Xm[ I 
satisfies 
IIA(~ -x,,[I < ge Ilall IIx,,ll- (3.3) 
Therefore ~llAll IIx.,ll is called the inherent residual. It can also easily be 
seen that (3.3) implies IIa~(~-x.,)lt<g~x~lla~ll IIx..ll which, in turn, implies 
II~-x,~ll <gex  IlXml[, but the implications do not hold in general vice versa. So, 
if x,, is the exact solution of a slightly perturbed system in the sense of definition 
3.2, then the error IL~-xmll can be of order ~xllxmll and therefore this is called 
the inherent error. For similar reasons ~x~llA~ll Ilxmll is called the inherent 
natural error. An iterative method that computes, for all initial points Xo, an 
approximation xm whose error II~-x.,ll is at most of the order of the inherent 
error is called numerically stable (cf. Wo~niakowski [4, 5]). Thus a well-behaved 
method certainly is numerically stable but the reverse is not necessarily true. 
3.2. The Main Theorem 
Before starting off the round-off error analysis of a perturbed DM we first 
deduce some auxiliary results concerning the computation of a residual vector 
b-Ax .  These results will be used in subsequent considerations. 
Lemma 3.1. Let b, x be two machine vectors and let 
~, = b - Ax, r, = fl(b - fl(Ax)), 
4~ :=llall Ilxll/ll~ll, ~..=lla~ll i xl]/lla_~ll" (3.4) 
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Then we have 
(~, r)= IVII2(1 +0)= Iir[12(1 +0), [e(1 + Ct qS)~0], 
(t~,A-lr)= IlA-&t~ll2(1 +o)= NA-&rll2(1 +o), 1-~(1 + Cx~)~0], 
Proof. According to (3.1) and (3.2) we have 
r = fl(b - fl(Ax)) = (I + F)(b-  (A + E)x) = ~+ 6r, 
fir = F (b -  Ax) - ( I  + F)Ex. 
Consequently, 
II~rll ~ IVIt +~(1-4-~)C, ItZll Ilxll 
and hence, under the restriction ~0,  
116rll/IVII <e(1 + C1 ~b(1 +o)), 
IIA-89 <ex~(1 + Ca ~,(1 +o)), 





116rll/ll~ll =o, I-~(1-4- Clq5)~03, 
(3.9) 
IIA-&6rlt/ltA-&~ll =o, I-~x&(1 +C 1 @)~03. 
The first equalities in (3.5) and (3.6) follow immediately from (3.7) and the 
appropriate quality of (3.9). The second equatities follow from the fact that for 
1 = 0, - 89 we have 
[ IIAlrll- HAt'Ill < IIAl6rll < IlAtFII o, 
under the appropriate restriction. [] 
In the case of perturbed DM's we mean by r i always the computed residual 
fl(b-fl(Axl)  and by ~ always the exact residual b-Ax  i. In the case of exact 
computations of course r~ = ~. 
We are now ready to deduce the main theorem where the influence of 
round-off on relation (2.2) is expressed in terms of a relative error. 
Theorem 3.1. Let xi, Pl be two arbitrary machine vectors (pi4:0) and let xi+ 1 be 
computed from one step perturbed DM, based on these two vectors. Let 
~i:=b- Axi, 
?,: = I(~, p,)l/(fl A -  89 H ItA~P~ H), 
~,: -- II G II IIp~ il/l(~, p~)l (3.10) 
/~i'= II11tl IIA&p, II/(IIA~II I(~,P~)I) 
4~, == IIAl[ IIx, ll/ll,]ll. 
7-hen we have 
HA~(~-xi+')H 2 - 1 -y2( l  + vi+ O, (3.11) 
IIA&(~ -xi) ll 2 
where 
Iv,+,l < 2~{2~c& + 2~ +/3~(1 +fl,)05i} (1 +o) 
+ ~{(C2~c~ + C1 x)+~C2 + C, oqc~i}o (3.12) 
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under the restriction 
e{K89 1 + C2 + C1K~)+ ~t( 1 + C2) +(fit + C1 ~t)dPt} ~0.  (3.13) 
Proof  From (3.7) and (3.8) we know that the computed vector r t=f l (b - f l (Ax i )  ) 
satisfies 
r~=~+frt (3.14) 
lir I <~(1 + Ct4,t(1 +o)), [~--,0]. 
We consider the computation of a t from (1.1). For the numerator we obtain 
fl((rt, Pt)) = ((I + D't)rt, Pt) = (rt, Pt)( 1 + 2t), 
12,1 = [(D't rt, pi)/(r,, Pt)[ < e C 2 ~'t, (3.15) 
~'i = llrtll tlptlt/l(r~,pt)l. 
We want to have expressions in terms of (~,Pt) instead of (rt,pl). From (3.14) we 
obtain, under the restriction e~0,  
(rt, Pt)= (t], p/)(1 + zt) , 
Iztl = [(6rt,pt)/(~,pt)l <__ (ll (~F/II/H/~ I[)0~ i (3.16) 
<e~i+CCl~tOt(1 +o). 
Hence, [zt[ =o  under the restriction 
e~ i + eC 1 ~i~i~O. (3.17) 
Since ~t> 1 this restriction contains the restriction e(1 + Clq~t)~0, so that from 
(3.15) and (3.16) we obtain ct't=~/(l+o ) under the restriction (3.17). Con- 
sequently, under the restriction (3.17), 
fl((r~, Pt)) = (~, Pt)( 1 + t/t), (3.18) 
It/tl = [2/(1 +zi)+zi l  ~ e~tt(1 + CE+ C, q~t)(1 +o), 
For the computation of the denominator of a t we have 
fl((Pt, APt)) = ((I + D'[)pt, (A + Et)p, ) = (Pt, APt)(1 + #,), 
I gtl = I(D'[Pt, APt) + ((I + D'/)pt, Etpt)l/(pt, Apt ) (3.19) 
'< {eC2 Ilpill ItAptll + eC111All Ilptll2(1 +o)}/llZ~Ptl[ 2
<~8C2tc89 [-e C2 -4.0"]. 
From (3.18) and (3.19) we obtain for the computed a t 
a t :=f l{  fl((ri'Pt)) ~= (~,Pt)(l+t/t) ( l+e/) 
\fl((Pt,APt)) / (Pt,APt)( 1 + t~,) 
=~t(1 + 6at), 
d, : = ( ~, Pt)/ II A i pt I[ 2, (3.20) 
letl_-<e, 
[6ai[ = I t / t -  #i  + et + t/teil/I 1 + IAI 
< e {(1 + C z r: 89 + C 1 x) + ~t(l + Cz) + C a ~t r (1 + o), 
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under the restriction 
~{K89 "~ Clls189 ClO~it~i}--~,O. (3.21) 
For the computation of xi+ 1 we have 
xl + x = fl(xl + ai Pi) = (I  + Fi" ) (x  i + (I  + Fi' ) aipi) 
= Xi'q-~liPi-}- 6Xi  + l , 
3 xi + 1 = Fi" xi + ai( 6alPl + MiPi), (3.22) 
[}Mill = II(1 + fiai)(F[ + F['(I + F/))It <2e(1 +o), 
under the restriction 
e{x89 + C 1 ~c 89 + cq(1 + C2) + C 1 ~i ~bi} ~0. (3.23) 
From the first equalities in (3.22) it follows that 
A89 ~-  xi+ 1) = A89 ~-  xi) - ~liAk pi - -  A89 6xi+ 1, (3.24) 
and hence, by taking squared norms of both sides, 
II A89 :~ - x i  + 1)II 2 = II A  89  ~ - x i )  - ~li A89 pi I[ 2 
2(~_~Api,ax~+ l) + 89 (3.25) - IIA ~SXi+ 1N 2- 
F rom the definition of ell we obtain 
liA89 2 - xi+ ,)N 2 = IIA89 92- xi)II 2 _ (~, pi)2/l[Aipil[ 2 
- 2(~-  ~iAipl, 3x~+ 89 (3.26) 1)"[-IIA 3xi+lll 2, 
which leads to the basic formula 
II A89 :~ - xi + 1)II 2 
= 1-72(1 +v,+ 1), (3.27) 
IIh 89 xi)[I 2 
where 7i is defined as in (3.10) and 
v~+~:={2(~-diApi,bx~+l)-IlAi,SX~+all2}/{d~(~,p~)}. (3.28) 
It remains to be proved that vi+~ satisfies (3.12) under the restriction (3.13). 
Note that (~-d~Ap~,pi)=O and therefore the term ?t~faip ~ in the relation for 
6x,+ a of (3.22) cancels when evaluating the inner product in the numerator of 
(3.28). Consequently, from (3.22) and the definition of d~ we obtain, evaluating 
term by term, 
[(~i -~,Ap, ,  fix, + 01/1~,(~, p,)l 
< II~ll IIF['II IIx, II IIZ89 IIAp, II IIF/ll lix, ll/l(~,p,)l 
+ II~ll IIM/II Ilp~il/l(~,pi)l+ tIApilI IIM~II ]lP~tl/ltA89 
< IlF~"[I/~2 r + IIF/'lt/~r tlMill c%+ IIM~ll ~:89 
< e f12 q~ + e fl~ ~b~ +2 e(e~ + x89 + o), (3.29) 
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under the restriction (3.23). We still have to estimate the second order term in 
(3.28). This estimate does not affect the numerical constants appearing in the 
first order terms and therefore we may estimate rather roughly as far as 
numerical constants are concerned. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we 
obtain from (3.20) and (3.22) 
IlZ~'Sxi+ 1 II =/[c~,(~, P31 
< 3{llFfll 2 IlZll IIx~ll 2 IIa~p~ll2/(~,P~)2+(&ai) 2 
+ I1 M, II 2 I] h I] ]l P, II 2/II hiP, II 2 } 
____ 3{ 2 + 3 [3(1 + + + 2#(1 + 
+ C 2 e2 ~b 2] + 4e2 x} (1 + o), (3.30) 
under the restriction (3.23). So, finally we obtain from (3.28), (3.29) and (3.30) 
[vi+ 11 <2e{ 2xi + 2~/+ #i(1 +/~i)qSi} (1+0) 
+ 3e2{9(1 + CzZx+ C~K2) + 4~c +6~2(1 + Cz ) 
+(/~2 + 3 C~2)~b2} (1+o), 
under the restriction (3.23). As this inequality can be written in the more 
compact form of (3.12), under the restriction (3.13), we have proved 
Theorem 3.1. [] 
For e J,0 the relation (3.11) coincides with relation (2.2) as was to be 
expected. In Sect. 2 we concluded from relation (2.2) the linear convergence of 
the natural error to zero for the exact DM under the condition that 7~ is 
uniformly bounded away from zero (cf. formula (2.7)). Here, we use (3.11) in 
order to obtain a similar result for the perturbed DM. From relation (3.11) we 
conclude that the natural error decreases at the step form i to i+ 1 iff both 
vi+ 1 >-  1 and y2 >0. We examine both conditions. As far as the condition 
7i+ 1 > - 1 is concerned, apparently from (3.12) and (3.13), Ivi+ 1[ < 1 if the value 
of 
e{xi(1 + C 2 + Cltr189 + cxi(1 + C2) +(il l  + 1~ 2-b ClO~i)(gi} 
is suitably small. Unfortunately, owing to the use of the o-symbol, the formulas 
(3.12) and (3.13) do not yield explicit bounds for this value to guarantee 
]vi+ l]< 1. However, as we said already in subsection 3.1, one can easily retrace 
the proof of Theorem 3.1 and replace all o-symbols by definite estimates 
involving explicit numerical constants. For instance, in Bollen [-2], pp. 95-96, it 
is shown that if both 
e{x89 + C 2 + C 1 x89 + ~(1 + C2) } < 1/40 (3.31) 
and 
e{2/~,(1 +/~,) + C 1 ~,} q~, < 1/4 (3.32) 
then Iv~+~l <4/5 and consequently then 
I IA~(~-xi+l) l l  z < 1 
IIA89 ~-  xi)ll 2 = 1 -5  7~. (3.33) 
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The restrictions (3.31) and (3.32) were chosen quite arbitrarily and the upper 
bound Ivi+11_<_4/5 was obtained by rather rough estimates; they can easily be 
improved. As far as the equality yi>0 is concerned we note that the in- 
equalities of (2.9) also hold in the perturbed case for the parameters 0t~, fl~ and 
Yl defined in (3.10). Hence, if (3.31) holds, then ~2>=~c-lct2>~-l(40e)2>0. So, 
summarizing, if the conditions (3.31) and (3.32) are satisfied then the natural 
error decreases in the step from i to i+ l .  We now show how these two 
conditions lead to assertions on the reachable level of the residual for a 
perturbed DM. 
Condition (3.31) contains the fixed quantities e, x, C 1 and C 2 and the 
parameter ~. The parameter cq depends on the exact residual ~ after the step 
form i -1  to i and on the (given or computed) machine direction vector p~, 
used in the step from i to i+ 1. For simplicity, we first assume that all direction 
vectors p~ are chosen relational to ~ in such a way that (3.31) is satisfied in all 
steps. In comparison with condition (3.31) the condition (3.32) contains extra 
the parameters fl~ and qS~. The parameter ~i is bounded at all steps if ct~ is 
bounded at all steps. The parameter ~bi, however, tends to infinity as x~--*)?. 
Now, if also (3.32) would hold for all steps then it follows from (3.33) that 
the natural error converges tep-wise linearly to zero and consequently then, 
for i--*oc, we have x i~,  q~oo and since ~>x-~cf i>~: -89 this would ul- 
timately contradict (3.32). Therefore, there must be a (first) step, say step m, for 
which (3.32) does not hold. Since the inequality (3.32) is equivalent o the 
inequality 
IIb- ax, ll ~ 4e{2fli(1 +ill)+ Cl O~i} Ilall Ilx, lt 
it follows that, if (3.31) is satisfied at all steps, then the natural error converges 
stepwise linearly until the iteration step m where the residual reaches the level 
IIb-ax,,,ll <4e{2flm(1 +fire)+ fie%} Llall Ilxmll. (3.34) 
In the consecutive steps, i>m, the natural error may increase as well as 
decrease but from every step i>m where (3.32) holds, the natural error con- 
verges stepwise linearly until the residual reaches the level (3.34) again, if (3.31) 
is satisfied at all steps. 
If the direction vectors p~ are chosen and computed such that (3.31) not 
necessarily holds for all steps but at least for the steps in which (3.32) holds 
then the assumption that (3.32) holds for all steps leads to a contradiction in 
exactly the same way. Therefore, also in that case there is stepwise linear 
convergence of the natural error until the level represented by (3.34). 
Since fli<el inequality (3.34) implies good-behaviour for the perturbed DM 
on hand, if e~ can be bounded by a numerical constant not depending on x. In 
the next section we will see that this is the case for the Gauss-Southwell 
method (GSM) and the gradient method (GM). 
4. Examples 
In subsections 4.1 and 4.2 we apply the general theory of the Sects. 2 and 3 to 
the GSM and the GM respectively. In each subsection we first consider the 
exact method and next the perturbed method. 
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4.1. The Gauss-Southwell Method 
In the exact GSM each direction vector Pl is a unit vector e k. Therefore, 
according to (1.2), at each separate step only one component of x i is changed. 
The coordinate to be changed is chosen such that it corresponds to the largest 
(in absolute value) component of the (exact) gradient vector r~: = b -Ax i .  Thus, 
Pi: =ek6), where the index k(i) (1 <k(i)<n) is such that I(ri,ek(i))] ~ ](ri, Q)I, for all 
l< j<n.  Since ILvll2<n(max (v, ej)2), for any real n-dimensional vector v, we 
have 1 =<j_<, 
y?  i re- 89 <= fli <= ~ = II ri II ]l ek(i)II/](rl, ek,))[ <= n89 (4.1) 
and consequently, from (2.7), it follows that for all i>0  there holds 
tl A~()2 - xl + ~)I[/[iA~(~ - x~)II -<_ (1 - (n~c)- ')~, 
for the exact GSM. 
For the perturbed GSM the exact residual ~:=b-Ax i  is not available in 
general, and therefore the coordinate k(i) to be changed then corresponds to 
the largest component of the computed residual r~: = fl(b - fl (A x~)). The inequalities 
in (4.1) are still valid for the computed residual r,. but the equality in (4.1) 
is not valid since the definition of ~ in Theorem 3.1, for the perturbed case, 
contains the exact residual ~. We deduce an inequality for ~. From the proof 
of Lemma 3.1 we know that, under the restriction e--,0, we have 
ri=~+Or,, II6r, ll/ll~,ll <e(1 + C,~,(1+o)). (4.2) 
Hence, again using results of Lemma 3.1, we obtain, under the restriction 
e(1 + C~r 
(,~, e~,))= (r. %0(1  + ~), 
_(~r.e~.))<ll~r~ll II~ll IIr~ll 
,-i," (ri,ek(i)) = II~ll IIr~ll I(ri,ek(i))l 
(4.3) 
<__e(1 + CxCg ) IIr~ll (1 +o) 
[(r~, ek.))l 
<en89 + CI~bi)(1 +o). 
This implies that ~=o under the restriction ~ni(l+C~r So, finally we 
obtain, 
I1~11 Ilek.)ll_ IIr~ll Ile~,)ll I1~11 I(ri,ek,))l 
~-[(~.ek,))]  I(rl,ek,))[ Ilr~]l ](~.ek.))l 
< n~(1 + o), (4.4) 
under the restriction en89 + Clffgi)~O. Consequently, under the same restric- 
tion, we have fli < n~( 1 + o) and y/- x < (n ~c)~(1 + o). 
Retracing the proof of (4.4), using explicit bounds, one can show that, if 
both en 89 and en89 , then ~<3n ~ and consequently f l i<3n 89 
7~-a< 3(n~c) ~. Combining this, (3.31), (3.32) and (3.33) it follows that if both 
e{~i(1 + C 2 + C x ~c 89 + 3n89 + C2) } < 1/40 (4.5) 
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and 
3 e{n89 + C 0 + 6n} 4, i< 1/4. (4.6) 
Then we have, for the perturbed GSM, 
lime(;- x,+ 011 < (1 _ 45@K) ~" 
}lA+(~-x~)ll = 
(4.7) 
Condition (4.5) only depends on the dimension and the condition number of 
the linear system, the relative machine precision, the implementation of inner 
product computations and the implementation of matrix by vector product 
computations. If (4.5) holds then, similar to the reasoning in subsection 3.2, 
assuming that also (4.6) holds at all steps leads to a contradiction. Con- 
sequently, rewriting (4.6), we may conclude that if {xl} is generated by the 
perturbed GSM with an arbitrary initial machine vector x 0 and if (4.5) is 
satisfied then the natural error IlA~:(~-x31l converges tepwise linearly with a 
convergence ratio no greater than (1-(45n~:)-~) 89until the iteration step m 
where the residual satisfies 
I Ih- Axml[ ~ 12e(n~(2 + Cx) + 6n) lM I I Ilx~ll. (4.8) 
This implies that the GSM is well-behaved and numerically stable if (4.5) is 
satisfied. The difference between the convergence ratio (1-(nK)- l )  ~ for the 
exact GSM and the convergence ratio (1-(45n~)-  t) ~ for the perturbed GSM 
is caused by the arbitrarily chosen conditions (3.31) and (3.32) and the rough- 
ness of the estimates based on these conditions. Of course, a stronger estric- 
tion on e results in a convergence ratio for the perturbed case which is closer 
to the convergence ratio for the exact case. 
From the fact that for the exact GSM (r~+~,ek(0)=0 (i>0), it even follows 
that in that case 
I[h~(~-x,+ 1)LI/[IA:~(~2-x311 ~(1 - ( (n -  1)~:)-~)~ (i~ 1) 
but this result is not exploited here. 
4.2. The Gradient Method 
In the exact GM as successive direction vectors one takes the (exact) residual 
p i :=r i :=b-Axv  We have 
y[- 1 lr 89 < fli < ~ = II ri II 2/l(ri, r/)[ = 1. (4.9) 
Consequently, from (2.7), it follows that for all i>0 there holds 
II1%~ -x~+ 0 II/I]A~(~ - xi)ll <(1 - x -  x)% 
for the exact GM. From the Kantorovich inequality one obtains a sharper 
bound for yi, 
?~= IIr~ILe/(NA-89 IIA89 2~c89 + 1), 
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and hence for all i > 0 there even holds 
[Ia~( ~-x i+ 1)[I/IIA~(~-xl) <(1 - 4x/(x + 1)2) 89 =(to- 1)/(x + 1) 
for the exact GM. 
For the perturbed GM one takes p~: = r~." = fl(b- fl(Axi) ). The inequalities of 
(4.9) remain valid but instead of the first equality in (4.9) we have ~ 
=ll~ll IIr~ll/ll(~,ri)ll, according to the definition of cq in Theorem 3.1. From 
Lemma 3.1 it follows that ct~=l +o, under the restriction e(l+Cl~bi)~0, and 
consequently, fl~< 1 +o and ?~-1 <x89 +o) under the same restriction. Retrac- 
ing the proof of Lemma 3.1, using explicit bounds, one can show that if both 
e<l/40 and eC149i<1/4 then ct~<2 and consequently fli<2, ~-1<2x~. From 
this, (3.31), (3.32) and (3.33) it follows that if both 
e{x89 + C 2 + C 1 x 89 + 2(1 + C2) } < 1/40 (4.10) 
and 
2e(6 + C1)~b~ < 1/4 (4.1 i) 
then we have, for the perturbed GM, 
IIa~(~-x,)LI = ~ . (4.12) 
From these last three inequalities we can conclude, similar to the general 
perturbed case and the perturbed GSM, that if {x~} is generated by the 
perturbed GM with an arbitrary initial machine vector x o and if (4.10) is 
satisfied then the natural error [IA*(~-xi)ll converges tepwise linearly with a 
convergence ratio no greater than (1-(20x)-1) ~ until the iteration step m 
where the residual satisfies 
IIb-ax,,[I <8e(6+ Cx)llall IIx,,ll. (4.13) 
This implies that the GM is well-behaved and numerically stal~le if (4.10) is 
satisfied. 
Remark 4.1. One can prove that for the exact GM there holds 
II:~-x~§ ~ (i>0), 
expressing the step-wise linear convergence of the error with a convergence 
ratio no greater than (1 -x -~)  89 In Bollen [2] it is proved that if {x~} is 
generated by the perturbed GM with an arbitrary initial machine vector x o 
and if 
e{r89 + C2+ C~ x89 +(3 + C2) } < 1/40 
then the error II~-x~ll converges tep-wise linearly with a convergence ratio no 
greater than (1-(14x)-1) 89 until the iteration step where the natural error 
satisfies 
lia~(x-xm)ll <8e(1 +~(1  +2 C:))IIA~II Ilx, ll. 
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5. Final Remarks 
Remark 5.1. The Appearance of C 1 and C 2. For the same reason as in the 
perturbed GM case, treated in Bollen [1], final Remark 2, the constants C~ 
and C 2 do not show up in the first order part of estimate (3.12) for general 
perturbed DM's. This justifies the rather careful treatment of high order terms, 
using o-symbols. Also the absence of C 2 in estimate (3.34) for the reachable 
level can be understood in exactly the same way as is done in Bollen [1] for 
the perturbed GM. We explain the appearance of C~ in estimate (3.34). Assume 
that during the step from x i to xi+ 1 only round-off occurs at the computation 
of A ,  x i and not at the other arithmetical operations like vector addition, inner 
product computations etc. Then, retracing the proof of Theorem 3.1 we obtain 
sucessively 
6ri= -Eix i ,  II~rill/Ll~l I <~Cl ~i, 
16a, I = Irh[ = I~,1 = 1(6rl, p,)/(~, P,)I 
<(Ll'~r~tl/ll~ll)~,_-<~Cx~,~,, ~x,+x =dif iaip i, 
v,+l = -IIA 89 II 2/{~,(~, p,)} = -(,~a,) 2 
Consequently, Iv~+ll<(~fx~i4h) 2, which implies tvi+ll<~Cl~ic/oio under the 
restriction tC~7~b~0. This agrees with the appearance of the term containing 
aC~i(o i in (3.12) and (3.13) and thus in (3.34). The other terms in (3.12) and 
(3.13) containing C~ are present due to the round-off at the computation of 
A 9 p~ but they do not influence the reachable level. 
Remark 5.2. Recursive Residuals. From Statement (1.2) it follows that for the 
exact DM one bas b-Ax~+~=b-Ax~-a iAp i  which gives the following re- 
currence relation for the residual r~§ Hence, one might as well 
decide to compute ri+~ (i>=0) from this relation instead of from relation (1.3). 
In that case we call the method a recursive residual descent method (RRDM). 
The vector A*x~ is not required anymore and just one matrix by vector 
product computation is needed per iteration. For the RRDM the sequence {r~} 
can be computed even without computing the sequence {x~}. Of course, in case 
of exact computations a DM and its corresponding RRDM generate the same 
sequences {x~} and {r~} when starting with the same initial vector x o. However, 
this is no longer true in the presence of round-off. Under certain conditions the 
step-wise linear convergence to zero of IIA-~r~ll remains valid for the perturbed 
RRDM where {ri} are the recursively computed residuals. This follows from 
Proposition 2.3.1.12 of Bollen [2], p. 62, which states that if {r~} is computed 
by a perturbed RRDM with an arbitrary initial machine vector x 0 and if 
~{x89 + C 2 + C~ x 89 + x/~(1 +/~) + ei(1 + C 2 + C 1 x)} < 1/8 
then 
][A-89 for all i>0. 
Here, 
~,:= IIr~ll {IP, ll/l(r~,p,)l, /~,.'= Ilr~ll IIA~p, II/(IIA&III(r~,P,)I), 
y,:=l(ri,p,)l/(ila-~r~[I {Ia*p,[{). 
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For the concrete perturbed method RRGM, for instance, where p/:=ri, cq=l, 
fl/< 1, Yi  = II ri l] 2/( II A - 89 r/[I II A~ r/II) = 2 ~:89 + 1) this means that II A - 89 r i II converges 
step-wise linearly to zero with a ratio no greater than 
(1-5~c/(2(~c+ 1))2) 89 if e{(1 + C2)+~c~(1 + C2)+2~c(1 + Ct)} _-< 1/8. 
We emphasize that this does not imply that llA89 converges tep-wise 
linearly to zero (cf. Bollen [2], Sect. 3.2). 
Remark 5.3. Stopping Criterion. Since, in the algorithm one computes already 
the inner product (q,p/) for the computation of a i one can compute straightfor- 
wardly an approximation ~i of e/:= II~ll IIp/l[/l(~i, Pi)I if one is willing to compute 
extra IIr/ll and IIp~ll. If moreover an estimate or upperbound for IIA II is available 
then an appropriate upperbound q~/ for q~==IIAII IIx/ll/ll~ll can be obtained 
straightforwardly by computing Iix/11 extra. It can easily be verified that these 
straightforward computations produce an a/which is a reasonable approxima- 
tion of e/( in relative sense) and a q~/ which is a reasonable upperbound for q~ 
as long as ~/and q~i are small in the sense of (3.31) and (3.32). Therefore one 
might decide to proceed the iterations as long as (3.31) and (3.32) hold for ~i 
and q~/. If one of the two inequalities breaks down then one might stop in case 
the residual is small enough to guarantee a solution with the described ac- 
curacy or one might continue by choosing an alternative direction p/. Realize 
that choosing p/ :=q for all iterations after some step guarantees to reach a 
residual of the level of the inherent residual. Of course, for well-behaved 
methods one can use (3.3) as stopping criterion with an appropriate value for 
g. One may ask whether it is possible to verify the monotonicity of the natural 
error IIA89 by some computation and use this as a stopping criterion. It 
is obvious that the objective function 
F(xi) = (~-  x / ,A (~-  x/)) = I IA~(~- x/)ll 2 
cannot be computed, since the solution vector 2 is not known. On the other 
hand, however, we have, algebraically, 
F(x i ) -  F(xi+ 1)=(:~ -x i ,  a (~-  x i ) ) - (~ -x i+ 1,A(~ - xi+ 1)) 
= (xi, Axi) - 2(xi, A:~)- (x i + 1, Axi + 1) + 2(xi + 1, A)}) 
= (XI, Ax i )  - -(xl  + 1, Ax l  + 1) - 2(b, x i - xi+ ,) =: G(xi, xi+ 1)" 
This function can be computed and algebraically F(xi)>F(xi+ 1) is equivalent 
to G(x/,x/+O>O. The important question rises what can be said if 
fl(G(xi,xi+ 1))<0. One can show (cf. Bollen [2], pp. 97, 98), that, due to round- 
off, fl(G(x/,x/+l)), computed in the obvious way, can be negative whereas the 
residual I[b-Axil [ is still of the order eCI~?:IiAII Ilxi+,l[. This can be a factor ~: 
larger than the reachable level given by (3.34) and therefore then one stops the 
iterations before the reachable level is attained, if fl(G(xi,xi+O)<O is used as 
stopping criterion. 
Remark 5.4. Maximal Increase of the Natural Error. For an exact DM, if the 
direction vector p~ is almost orthogonal to the residual ri, then 7~, defined by 
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(2.3), is small and consequently, according to (2.2) there will be only a little 
decrease of the natural error in the next iteration from x i to xi+ 1. Similarly, for 
a perturbed DM, if the computed direction vector p~ is almost orthogonal to 
the residual ~, then Yl defined in (3.10) is small. Moreover, the parameters ~i 
and ]3 i may be to large to guarantee lv i+l l<l  from (3.12). Hence, in view of 
(3.11) one may ask whether it is even possible for the natural error to increase 
strongly in the next iteration. To answer this question we write (3.11) in the 
form 
[IA ~(~ - x i+ 1)ll 2 
= 1 -- y2 + 01 + 1' (5.1) 
IIA89 -x i )  l[ 2 
where, according to (3.11), 0i+1..= -y~vi+ 1. From (3.28) it follows that 
0,+ 1 = {2(d i Zp, -~,  6xi+ 1)+ [Ia~6x,+x I12}/lla-89 2 
Estimating term by term in a similar way as is done for Vi+l in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 yields (cf. Bollen [2], pp. 85-88), 
10i+ 11 < 4~(2189 + ~b~)( 1 + o) + e~c~(C2 + C1 re89 + C1 r o, (5.2) 
under the restriction 
g{K89 + C2+ CIK89 + (1 + C1/s189162 --~0 , (5.3) 
where ~bi:= ]lA89 tlx, ll/IJa-~ll. 
Formulas (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) indicate that, if ~g~( l+C2+Clx  ~) is suf- 
ficiently small, then, for a perturbed DM, the natural error can never increase 
significantly as long as the natural error has not reached the level of the 
inherent natural error, whatever the direction vectors Pi might be. 
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